GOATS

Mum or granny?
Maternal instincts in the dairy goat!!
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she was the ‘granny’ NOT the mum, and when
mum wanted to show the new kids to ‘granny’
she would!!
Cheddar bonded beautifully with the soonto-be-named Bramble and Berry (dad was
Briar so we had a theme…) and after two days
we felt it was okay to put them all back with
the herd. Within a week Gorge and Pickle had
also given birth and we had six very bonny
kids. Curds meanwhile was NOT playing the
doting granny with all six, she was still very
much interested in just Berry and Bramble.
The kids themselves went to Cheddar for their
milk and slept with her at night but during the
day they were often to be found curled up with
Curds!! For the first few weeks, it was all rather
sweet!!!
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Suckling the right mum

Curds with her own kid

Cheddar with Bramble

And then one day around week four, we
spotted Bramble suckling Curds - it was quite
a short suckling and we assumed Bramble
thought she’d try her luck and having had no
joy, simply wander off. A couple of days later
however, BOTH kids were spotted suckling
Curds - one at a time but both on the ‘good’
teat. We got Curds to stand still in the field,
knelt down, had a squeeze and were shocked
to find ourselves able to milk her!!! It appeared
that the maternal hormones had gone into
serious overdrive here!! We checked Cheddar
who was still milking fine although we had by
this stage noticed that she was getting a little
out of condition…. (not unusual in first time
kidders).
We decided to let nature run its course –
none of the animals seemed stressed by this
arrangement and as Cheddar had lost some
weight we agreed if Curds was able to provide
the kids with milk as well, it might actually
take a bit of pressure off Cheddar herself!
And so the summer continued, the kids
flourished, Curds flourished, Cheddar
unfortunately lost a bit more weight and when
the time came for the kids to go to their new
homes, we had ‘two’ mums that protested
that day. We then of course had the issue that
we had FOUR, not three goats to milk and
eventually dry off. At her peak in previous
years Curds had given us up to EIGHT litres
of milk a day and so consequently had always
been hard to dry off. It was (and is) however
fabulous milk that always produces a higher

Mum and Granny

The wonderful curds

volume of cheese than Pickle’s (litre for litre).
We dried off Cheddar very quickly to help
her regain condition and having made lots of
cheese are now starting to dry off the rest.
At the time of writing (early October) we
are however, still slightly struggling as to
which of the dairy goats should go to the billy
this year (pygmies and sheep sorted already)
– our main purpose for breeding the dairy
goats is, as said, to get milk for our cheese
making and Curds is the best for that. She
is in great condition now after a year of not
being pregnant, her knees have been very quiet

and we know now that she will still produce a
lot of milk… decision decisions - which by the
time you read this, will have been made (we
hope) – assuming that is we get a good billy,
which in itself is not always easy. That perhaps
is for another article…
For more on this story and others, see
www.relaxedfarming.co.uk. Relaxed Farming
is essentially our smallholding online –
written for schools and home educators and
as well as a daily blog, has masses of teaching
ideas, photos and videos. Do take a look!
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